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Abstract 
The elementary manipulation of series together with summations of Gauss, Saalschutz and Dixon are employed to deduce 
a two-term relation for the hypergeometric function 3F2(1) and a summation formula for the same function, neither of 
which has previously appeared in the literature. The two-term relation has implications in the calculus of finite differences. 
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Hypergeometric functions are of frequent occurrence in many contexts of pure and applied math- 
ematics and it is the purpose of this study to obtain a new two-term relation for the hypergeometric 
function 3F2(1 ). As a corollary, a new summation formula for this function is deduced. A well-known 
result of this type originally due to Thomae [2] in his work on finite differences, and discussed at 
some length by Whipple [3] and Slater [1], 144 et seq. is often useful in the numerical implemen- 
tation of this function. Thomae's formula is 
3F2[a,b,c; d,e;  1] = [F (d )F (e )F (d  + e - a - b - c ) ] / [F (a )F (d  + e - a - c )F (d  + e - a - b)] 
×3F2[d-a ,d -b ,d+e-a -b -c ;d+e-a -c ,d+e-a -b ;1 ] .  (1) 
If one of the 3F2(1) functions is well-poised, then so is the other. 
The method employed in this paper consists of the elementary manipulation of series combined 
with the applications fo Gauss's and Saalschiitz's theorems for the summation of hypergeometric 
functions. See [1, Appendix III]. As usual the Pochhammer symbol (a ,n )= F(a  + n) /F (a )  is used 
below as in the generalized hypergeometric function given by 
AFB[al . . . . .  aA; bl, • .., bs; x] = ~ [(al, n) . . .  (aA, n)xn]/[(bl, n ) . . .  (bs, n)n !]. (2) 
n 
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Gauss's and Saalschutz's theorems are now quoted for convenience, respectively: 
2FI [a, b; c; 1] = [ r (c ) r (c  - a - b ) ] / [ r (c  - a)r(c - b)], (3) 
3Fz[a ,b , -n ;  c ,a  + b - c - n + 1] = [(c - a ,n) (c  - b ,n ) ] / [ (c ,n ) (c  - a - b ,n)] .  (4) 
Consider the double series (assumed to be absolutely convergent) 
S = ~ [ (p ,m ÷ n) (u ,m)(a ,n ) (b ,n )xm+"y" ] / [ (q ,m ÷ n) ( f ,n )m!n! ] .  (5) 
m,n 
Replace m by N - n and obtain 
S = ~ [ (p ,N) (u ,N  - n ) (a ,n ) (b ,n )xUS] / [ (q ,N) ( f ,n ) (N  -- n)!n!].  (6) 
N.n 
Equate (5) and (6) and after re-arranging and slightly altering the notation for convenience, we have 
[(p, n)(a,  n)(b,  n ) (xy)" ] / [ (q ,  n ) ( f ,  n)n!]zF1 [p  ÷ n, u; q + n; x] 
n 
= ~ [(p, n)(u,  n)x"]/[(q,  n)n!]3Fz[a, b, -n ;  f ,  1 - u - n; y]. (7) 
n 
Put x --- y = 1, when Gauss's summation theorem can be applied to the inner 2F1 series on the left 
which becomes 
[r(q + n)r(q - p - u ) ] / [ r (q  - u + n) r (q  - p)]. (8) 
Also, put u = f - a - b, when Saalschiitz's theorem can be used to sum the inner 3F2 series on the 
right which takes the form 
[ ( f  - a ,n) ( f  - b ,n ) ] / [ ( f  ,n ) ( f  - a - b,n)] .  (9) 
I f  Eqs. (8)  and (9)  are inserted into Eq. (7), we see that 
[ r (q) / ' (q  + a + b - p - f ) ] / [F (q  + a + b - f)r(q - p) ]3F2[p ,a ,b ;  f ,q  + a + b - f ;  1] 
=3Fz[p , f  - a , f  - b;q,  f ; 1]. (10) 
Changing the notation for convenience, we have 
3F2[a,b,c;  d ,e ;  1] = [F (e )F (d  + e - a - b - c ) ] / [F (d  + e - a - b )F (e  - c)] 
3Fz [d -  a ,d -  b ,c ;d ,d  +e-  a -  b; 1]. (11) 
This new formula is interesting in that it is similar in some respects but different from Thomae's 
result (1). Unlike (1), if one of  the 3F2(1) functions is well-poised, the other is not necessarily so. 
I f  we put d ---- 1 + a - b and e = 1 + a - c, the left-hand member of  Eq. (11 ) becomes well-poised 
and thus summable by Dixon's theorem 
3F2[a,b,c;  1 + a - b, 1 + a - c; 1] = [F(1 + a/2)F (1  + a - b)F(1 + a - c)F(1 + a/2  - b - c) ] /  
[F(1 +a)F (1  +a/2  - b)F(1 +a/2-  c)F(1 +a-  b -  c)]. 
(12) 
See [1, Appendix III]. 
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Hence, with a slight change of  notation and bearing in mind the properties of  the gamma-function, 
we have the expression 
3F2[a ,b ,c ;  1 + a -  b ,a  + 2b  - c -  1; 1] 
---[F(1 + 2a - b - c )F(2  - b - 2c )F (3 /2  - b /2 )F (1  + a - b )F (a  - b /2  - c + 1/2)/ 
F(2 - b)F (1 /2  + a - b /2 )F (3 /2  + b /2  - c)F(1 + a - b - c)F(1 + 2a - b - 2c)], (13) 
a new summation formula for a nearly-poised 3F2 series of  unit argument. 
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